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Wellington, the capital city of New Zealand lies right in the 

centre of the country, at the southern tip of the North Island. 

It straddles a beautiful harbor that opens up to the Cook 

Strait - the sliver of water that snips the country in two. As a 

gentle reminder of this medial location, the Wellington 

Airport happily tells you that you have landed in the 

‘Middle of Middle Earth!’ (Thank you, Peter Jackson)

Wellington’s location makes its prone to gusts of strong 

winds blowing from the Southern Ocean, giving it the 

moniker of ‘Windy Wellington’ and making it the windiest 

city of the world. Yes, you read it right, move aside 

Chicago, move aside Perth. The city holds a few other 

interesting records as well - Wellington is the southern most 

capital in the world (Iceland holds the flagstaff in the north, 

in case you were wondering). From a gourmet’s perspective, 

the city is a cornucopia of cafes and restaurants, which, on a 

per person basis, rivals that of New York!

But facts aside, there is a surreal charm to this city, a calm 

beauty, almost as if this place has a soul to itself. It is 

definitely NZ’s best kept urban secret and if you do spend 

some time here, you will definitely fall in love with its 

sloping hills, quaint houses, cerulean harbor and the 

unpretentious artistry that bedecks its lanes and bylanes. 

The following pages capture in a few pixels, the visual 

delight that is Wellington. Alas, what words cannot describe 

is its salty air and that hidden charm that wafts about the 

city, blowing in the wind…
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For Wellington, it all starts with the harbor. This is where the Europeans first settled, where the business district lies and where every 

tramping of Wellington begins! The cyan-cerulean waters of the harbor looks more like a pristine lake, reminding me of many other 

kiwi-towns such as Queenstown, Taupo and Wanaka. Framed with green hills, circuitous yet scenic highways, and colored with the 

many hues of a vibrant city, Wellington has undeniably one of the most picturesque harbors of the world. 



Above: The man who was Plimmer – Often called 

the Father of Wellington, John Plimmer arrived in 

Wellington in 1841 and provided that entrepreneurial 

boost and statesmanship that laid the foundations of 

the city. Today, the city has tried to give back a bit to 

cement the memory of its founder. If you walk about 

the city in its Business District, you will stumble 

upon this statue that was voted the most popular 

public artwork in Wellington. That is quite a feat, 

given this picturesque city has artworks strewn in the 

dozens everywhere. Not far lies the Plimmer steps 

and the Plimmer Oak that was apparently planted by 

the founding father himself.

Left: Sleeping is definitely not an option if you are 

flying in or out of the city! Caught from my airplane 

window on the descent into the city.



The most iconic draw for 

Welly is its museum – the 

Te Papa Tongarewa that 

loosely translates to ‘the 

place of treasures of this 

land’

The collection does seem 

small in volume and a bit 

chaotically laid out, but is 

thoroughly rich in 

content, with enlightening 

sections about the 

country’s history, geology 

and anthropology among 

others. The treasure box 

seemed very much a 

microcosm of the country 

itself – small but intense 

enough to keep you 

engaged for a thoroughly 

long time.

Pictured here is a wooden 

Maori engraving that 

greets you in a typical 

tongue lashing Maori 

style as you enter Te

Papa.



Left: Goliath vs. Goliath – The world’s largest eagle, 

the Harpagornis attacking the world’s once largest 

bird, the giant Moa. Sadly, both birds are extinct 

today – while the Moa was eaten to extinction by 

Maoris who colonized the country less than 800 years 

ago, the giant eagle followed, perhaps due to the 

absence of its prey. 

Above: Fossil remains today have helped us 

reconstruct the looks of a Moa bird. It is interesting to 

note how the majority of the avian population of this 

island nation is flightless. Centuries of isolation 

without land predators led to their devolution, 

eventually rendering the birds flightless. When 

humans first arrived here 800 years ago, they slowly 

introduced little predators in the form of rats, cats and 

stoats that feasted on these flightless birds. The 

aftermath was a faunal genocide – a war which this 

fragile island is still fighting even today.



Left: Amidst myriad riches, I stumbled upon these 

resin jewels, almost creating a ‘Jurassic Park’ effect. 

The shining glassy gum is secreted by the large kauri 

trees, endemic to New Zealand, often produced in 

huge quantities, with lumps as big as boulders 

discovered in the northern forests. The kauri gum 

oozes out of the bark to repair the tree’s wound, and 

is very sticky, catching insects and preserving them 

for ages (notice the insect bodies in the yellow resin). 

Most kauri gum found today are millennia old, the 

oldest one ever found dating 50 million years back. 

Dinosaur DNA, or maybe Moa DNA, anyone?

Above: A giant ammonite shellfish, from 140 million 

years back. (To give an idea of this colossus, the 

central most fold and half is the size of a human 

head). This ammonite was apparently living 140 

million years ago, and was already a fossil ‘on board’ 

when NZ split from the Gondwana supercontinent



The many faces of Te Papa: Top left: The critically endangered Kakapo, the heaviest and the only Alpine parrot in the world; Top right: 

A rare giant squid, amongst a handful on public display anywhere in the world, and looking like a prop straight out of a Ridley Scott 

movie; Bottom right: Ancient Maori wisdom, just like that of the Red Indians and the Aboriginals, is deeply rooted in nature.



Once done with the museum, 

walking around the nearby 

waterfront is a must do. 

I always believe that walking is 

the best way to explore any city, 

criss-crossing its many veins and 

arteries, and stopping once in a 

while to smell the roses. For 

artistic Wellington, however, you 

might have to turn the pages!

For on the  famous waterfront 

pedestrian walk of the city lie 15 

‘text sculptures’. Created by 

artist Catherine Griffiths, these 

feature quotes about the city by 

well known kiwi writers with 

strong Wellington connections. 

Gives an altogether different 

meaning to ‘Writer’s block!’



If you are done reading, keep walking for there is a

multitude of sculptures dotting the waterfront to keep you

occupied. Pictured below is the Albatross (which I

happily mistook for whales). Installed in 1986, it was the

fundraising to bring this sculpture into existence that

apparently led to the establishment of the Wellington

Sculpture Trust – the body responsible for installing

public artworks for the last three decades and for making

the city an open air atelier.



Evening falls, and a different Wellington comes to life, sparkling and glittering without becoming too ostentatious. I took this long 

exposure shot from Wellington’s tallest tower, the Majestic Centre, and couldn’t help humming, City of stars, are you shining just 

for me….



The many hues and colors of the 

city continue to sparkle and 

impress at night. Pictured here 

is the pedestrian walk just 

outside the Te Papa museum.



Not far away lies the Boatshed, 

home to the local Star Boating 

Club since 1886 and registered 

as a Category I historic 

building currently.

Built way back in 1874, this 

structure has moved through 

the times, well, literally. As the 

Wellington harbor was being 

reclaimed, the edifice was built 

to travel, and was constructed 

on heavy bearers that enabled 

the entire structure to be lifted 

and shifted.

After a century of 

vagabonding, the final move 

was carried out in 1991 when 

the Boatshed became a focal 

point for the Lambton Harbour 

Waterfront Development.



Picturesque restaurants are strewn about in the 

city. One of my favorites was the Ortega Fish 

Shack, rated amongst the best seafood joints 

here. Pictured here is my lamp fetish from 

Mac’s Brewbar (left) and Saigon Grill (below)

And who knows, you might even stumble into 

some Hollywood celebrity. At the Ortega, I 

was a bit surprised to see Hugo Weaving at 

the next table along with a motley group of 

other movie-men including Fran Walsh.

I realized later that Peter Jackson – of LOTR 

fame – is currently shooting his next venture, 

Mortal Engines in Welly, which explained 

why Agent Smith was so close by! And yes, 

even James Cameroon is about to shoot 3 

sequels to Avatar right here. If not Pandora, 

Wellington is definitely happening…



Not many cities will provide 

you a funicular cable car to 

take you to a languorous 

hilltop, right in the heart of the 

business district. 

Set up presciently in the late 

1890s, the cable car line was 

established to provide access to 

the hills around the city when 

Wellington was expanding 

rapidly. 

The line still remains and is one 

of the fastest way to reach 

Kelburn on the hills from the 

city side entry of Lambton 

Quay. At the top, you will also 

find a small quaint Cable car 

museum that still houses a few 

of the antiquated cars that once 

ran up these hills. 



A majestic view from the Kelburn Hilltop with the toyish cable car creating one of the most beloved Instagrams of the city



At night, comes alive the tunnel of light – a psychedelic passage of twinkling lights that adds a bit of glitter to the cable car route. 



If you do make it to the 

Kelburn hilltop, do spend 

some time at this picturesque 

spot. There’s a lot to see 

here, including panoramic 

all-you-can-gulp views of the 

harbor, a human sundial 

(which means you get to be 

the dials to check the time), 

three observatories (of which 

one is open to the young and 

old Keplers and Galileos) 

along with the start of many 

a walk around the beautiful 

Botanical Gardens of 

Wellington.



There’s a fair bit of proud 

ANZAC history here as 

well. The Krupp Gun, 

manufactured in Germany 

in 1907, and used by the 

Kaiser’s forces in the First 

World War was captured 

towards the end of the war 

in France by two battalions 

of the Wellington regiment. 

After the war, many a war 

trophy was sent back to NZ 

out of which this gun was 

presented to the city of 

Wellington in 1920 in honor 

of the local lads who had 

won the day.

For a brief moment, it 

reminded me of the battery 

of canons that one can see 

along the coastline of 

Sydney on the other side of 

the Tasman sea, although 

those were raised more for 

the city’s defence rather 

than as a toast to wartime 

victory.



Next, do take a walk down the hill by ambling down the 

Botanical Gardens of Wellington. Established way back in 

1844, the place is today classified as a Garden of National 

Significance. Just like in any erstwhile British colony, the 

Botanical Garden here was initiated to test the economic 

potential of importing plant species to Kiwiland, particularly 

conifers.  

Amidst the myriad tracts sequestered here is the Peace 

Garden – it contains an eternal flame commemorating 

Hiroshima, gifted by Japan to NZ for its contribution against 

nuclear weaponry over the years.





At the Tinakori Road entrance of the garden lies the Lady Norwood Rose garden, named after Lady Norwood, wife of the mayor of

Wellington way back in 1953. With over 110 rose beds, if you are travelling during the blossom season, be prepared to get

mesmerized by the heady fragrance and multitude of colors of the Rosa synensis! Keep exploring to walk further into the Bolton

Street Cemetery that in turn is considered to be one of the many classic walks around Welly.



Yet another landmark close by is the

Beehive – the parliament of NZ. While

some claim that the name follows from

the size of the building that apparently

resembles a beehive, the more popular

theory around its nomenclature is a

brand of matchboxes called ‘Beehive’

used apparently by its architect – Sir

Basil Spence – to demonstrate his

design to the Prime Minister.



The final stop on my whirlwind daytime exploring of Wellington

was its most popular vantage point, Mt. Victoria. Also the highest

point here, it makes for a lovely hike on virescent hills. And yes, if

you are an LOTR fan, these hills have an added draw – they were

used to shoot many a scene including the woods beyond the Shire

where the hobbits were waylaid by the dark Ringwraiths.



Expansive bleeding blue backdrops of the Wellington Harbour en route to Mt Victoria



If you think the joys of Wellington ends as you enter the Airport, think again! Tolkiens and

Middle Earth continue to stalk you as the giant eagles – literally large and soaring in the

Airport – make for wishful imagination to replace your next flight with something more

esoteric.



It is after all, Gandalf the 

Grey, who leads the 

way! And if the eagles 

are not good enough, 

there’s Smaug - the last 

great dragon from 

Middle Earth waiting 

stealthily at one end of 

the airport terminal. 

These are the creations 

of the locally based Weta 

Workshop, the Design 

Studio behind the LOTR 

successes. A visit to the 

Weta Caves is another 

must – do here. Alas! I 

ran out of time.



Wellington has lots to offer. I saw 

some, missed many. To be honest, 

while flying out, I was a tad 

disappointed by many misses on my 

list. Until I caught the last glimpses 

of the city standing out, beautiful in 

all its solitude. 

On the spine of rugged hills, were 

Wellington’s wind turbines standing 

like tall sentinels and creating green 

energy from the otherwise cold 

winds of the Southern Ocean. 

I could see countless walking trails 

scattered on the hillside and wished 

for yet some more time. But as the 

turbines rotated in the winds, 

Wellington seemed to remind me 

those famous lines from Dylan 

…yes, no dearth to the roads that a 

man can walk. The answer 

sometimes, is indeed, blowing in 

the wind…



To the hills in a faraway land

Every hill has a song to sing

For all those who can hear,

Of love that grew in the mountain air

Yet, a love no longer near.

Every hill – it sings from the past

Of love in the mountain breeze,

Of fading tears, a salty kiss

In the murmur of the conifer trees

Yet every hill, it gives a smile

To all who walks its heart,

To tell up there is a different world

Where anew a day can start.

Granting hope and joy to those

Who brave to walk the way,

Knowing very well this love shall too

Pass away one day…

(Lines written in Wellington, July 2017)
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